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Trump Derangement Syndrome, the recently coined insult for efforts to remove the President of 

the USA from office, appears and re-appears with frequency. The so far ceaseless efforts remove 

Trump without winning an election, ensure this epithet remains close to the lips of the president's 

press support, which isn't a majority to put it mildly. 

 

I remember watching the impeachment process a few moons ago. The president's supporters said 

then similar things as current presidential support says now, but the opposition was not assailed 

as deranged. Republicrats & Demublicans, can't live with 'em, can't live without. (Actually, I 

could, easily and happily.) My bias is showing, however I'm not selling news and the difference 

is…I do not conceal it. Full disclosure…I don't like politicians; "gubmints" are to sovereign 

states what chemotherapy is to an oncology patient.   

 

Digression accomplished, let's ask The Committee about what is not supplied by the fine, 

impartial, truth seeking press (cough…cough…. < cue projectile vomiting sound >….splat!) 

 

Q: Esteemed Committee, is the President of the USA going to be removed from office via 

political opposition led impeachment? 

C: No.  

 

Q: Is Trump going to be re-elected? 

C: Yes.  

 

Q: OK, great! Two questions earning one word answers; the session is done! I thought a 

plateful of bullshit with a second helping was on the menu, but we've gotten away with just two 

teaspoons?  

C: If no more questions, you have, yes. 

 

Q: Well, now that you mention it….. 

C: Of course. 

 

Q: The readers might have a few, so I'll take a few shots but leave ammunition for others to 

step up. Assuming the current impeachment efforts will continue through election day a year 

from now, as a means & method to eliminate Trump, will the efforts continue after he's re-

elected? 

C: Yes, but diminished. The barrier will be control of the USA's parliament falling out of the 

hands of the current party in the United States House, as things now stand. 

 

Q: "…as things now stand" ?? This is not for certain?   

C: No; the Democrat majority still has opportunity to change course. The party leadership is 

weighing the benefits and costs of pursuing continued impeachment efforts. Consideration has 

been given to the opposition reaction and how the impeachment efforts will be used to remove 



Democrat control of the representatives. Specifically, they understand how skillfully the 

incumbent president will lay out an argument that Democrats only accept elections they win. 

 

Q: About now, there are headlines which say one party is conducting closed door hearings 

but preventing the other party from participating or even attending. Is this what you mean? 

C: Yes; if this process continues it will drive away more Democrat support than it retains or 

attracts. 

 

Q: Did Democrats know they were unlikely to find improper dealings between Trump and 

Russia before they started that investigation? 

C: Yes.  

 

Q: Was Democrat opposition to Supreme Court Justice Kavanaugh part of the same 

process? 

C: Yes, prevent political power increases by the opposition. 

 

Q: What are the Republicans doing wrong? 

C: If the goal, objective and result are to maintain or increase control over the national 

government, Republicans are allowing their adversaries enough rope to hang themselves.  

 

Q: If they remain somewhat passive, except for Trump obviously, that will work for them? 

C: Yes.  

 

Q: Democrats have to see this. 

C: Democrat leaders are facing their Frankenstein and don't know how to keep him properly 

chained. 

 

Q: This refers to the vigorous moves "left"? 

C: Yes. Not pursuing and supporting issues which brought the previous president to power 

and which enabled medical treatment to come under federal control, feel like capitulation to 

avoid at nearly any cost.  

 

Q: What seems to be driving TDS, —or to use a better term— the bitter opposition, even 

hatred, of the President of the USA? 

C:  Programmed and evolutionary social changes. It used to be a primary goal to teach 

disengagement when provoked. This meant, to walk away from unsolicited confrontation and to 

turn attention away from what is disliked.  

 

Control does not flow to a leader who professes passivity. Military action does not reward good 

retreat, but victory. 

 

American culture has flourished because of the traits of dominance over the environment versus 

victimhood against devastating effects. The political ideology of the current left appeals to this 

trait, depending upon principally emotion, not knowledge or history. A large segment of the 

world's population assumes without reflection or examination that a widespread problem is best 



or only solved through action by the collective authority. This view has intentionally been grown 

in the USA, where it was not common. 

 

Human lust for control, driven by often subconscious, unacknowledged fear of loss, is 

magnetically attracted to the power a collective authority represents.  

 

Trump is the USA's reaction to this trend, so he must be eliminated.  

 

Q: Why isn't it working? 

C: Trump has more support than opposition, the former mostly heard on election day, the 

latter consistently until. 

 

Q: I hope we get good reader questions, I've run out on this, for me, a tedious topic. 'Cause I 

just loves me some politicians…… (cough, cough…)    

C: Ready we wait, be well one and all and do return.  

   

 


